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Bibliographical Notes

A FOLIO WITH A STRANGE DEVICE

A printer's device unusual as to both form and position is to be found in the

edition ofJohann Lindholtz, Arbores consanguinitatis et affinitatis, etc., com-
pleted byjohann Schott at Strasburg in 1 516 (Proctor 10280, B.M. 708. h. 3).

This book, a medium-sized folio ofthirty-six leaves, gives the date ofpublica-

tion in arabic figures at the end ofthe title and, set well to the right, Schott's

monogram IS, the top of I ending in a cross; there is no other typographical

indication. The printer's monogram had in 1501 been incorporated in a de-

vice of the normal kind, where it is set against a black background and en-

closed in a rectangular frame. 1 But it is surprising to find it standing quite

alone and as a sort ofafterthought outside the type-page, to say nothing of its

being placed on the title-page rather than at the end of the book, at this date

still the normal position for such accessories. It looks, indeed, more like a

stamp of ownership than what it really is. It is used again in the following

year, 15 17, on two anatomical broadsides,2 and though it is once more set

out to the right ofthe text, it is in each instance flanked by the type-set words
'Ioannes Schottus', and thus appears less peculiar than when in isolation.

The device is not the only noteworthy feature of the Lindholtz, for the

title stumbles immediately into an error by printing the author's name as

ri 'Cyndholtz' in the fest line, and the error is repeated in the heading of the

dedication on the second page and continued in the headlines throughout.

And yet a little lower down the correct initials appear
—

'IL' in Lombardic

capitals, above a woodcut which is surely intended for a linden-tree, although

it is in fact much more like the well-known cabbage which served Schott for

a device at the start ofhis career. Below it, moreover, are two Latin couplets

put into the mouth of 'Tilia', i.e. the linden-tree, and telling how its wood

—

the 'Lindholz'—is now no longer barren but has yielded spiritual fruit in the

shape of the present treatise. The error may in the first instance have arisen

from some obscurity in the author's manuscript, but Schott himself at any
rate cannot have been ignorant of the correct form of the name, and it is no
credit to him that he should have allowed the book to leave his office without

setting right so gross a blunder.3

1 Reproduced in P. Heitz, Elsd'ssische Buchermarken (1892), Tafel ii, no. 2.
2 Ein contrafact Anatomy der inneren glyderen des menschen [by Wendelin Hock], and Ein Con-

trafacter Todt mit seinen beinen . . . durch meister Nicklaus bildhauer zu Zaberen in stein abgehauen.

They form a kind of supplement to, and advertisement of, Hans von Gersdorff's Feldbuch der

Wundartzney, which Schott printed about the same time (Proctor 10285, B.M. C. 31. m. 12), and
are described as ifthey were part of it by Charles Schmidt (Jean Schott, no. 40). A reprint of the
Contrafacter Todt, probably made at Augsburg, is represented in the Print Room of the British

Museum; the cut of the human skeleton in this is a close copy of Schott's, which is ascribed to

Hans Waechter.
3 The error entirely escaped the notice of Sir S. H. Scott, who in describing the book as no. 2
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Yet another point calls for an explanation: why was the book printed at

Strasburg when all its literary connexions are with Frankfort on the Oder,

on the opposite side of Germany ? Lindholtz, a native of Miinchberg, near

Lebus, north of Frankfort, began his studies at Leipzig but migrated to the

£Trbotf0 Coiiranguinftatia?lflintoti0.

Cognarioie fpirirualfe atqs legale
E>na cum danflimis comenranie *3o5niB -Cfnfootiyar «

num/? vmufcB jjuris Docto:i8:maiozi8 CoV-
Icgq (hidq frickfozdicn . collegian:

.Canonu ac icgrt tYronito

nccdTaricatcp

gutilce.

Tilia de fcipfa loquitur.

Ante licet, ftenlis fueram fine fru<fbbus arbos

,

Attamen hare animi femina larga dedi

.

Fertilis en.grauidos dederam tibi ftipite foetus,

Non igitur ftenli6 fum vocitanda tibi

.

Repertorium opufculo fubeft. Emo
Lege. Probabis, >;i^,

2>

newly founded University ofFrankfort in 1 506 as utriusque iuris baccalarius and

became its rector three years later. 1 His dedication ofthe Arbores is to Georgius

de Blumenthal, dean ofLebus, who matriculated in 1512,2 and the last eight

of his Supplement (1910) to Schmidt's bibliography of Schott, reads IL as IC and actually takes

Proctor to task for substituting 'Lintholz' for 'Cyntholtz' in his no. 10280.
1 This information derives from Dr. E. Friedlander's edition of the matriculation lists con-

stituting Bd. 32, &c, of the Publikationen des K. Preufiischen Staatsarchivs (1887, &c).
2 The list describes him with unusual emphasis as 'benemeritissimus et indesinenter bene-

merentissimus'. He is to be distinguished from another dean of Lebus of the same name who
became rector in 151 3 and died as bishop of Lebus and Ratzeburg in 1550.
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leaves contain two academic orations by Blumenthal delivered in 15 14. On
the concluding page of text appears an 'epigramma' of twenty elegiac coup-

lets addressed to him by Georgius Crebitius Croellianus, who is evidently

identical with the Georgius Krebitz de Francofordia of the matriculation list

of 1506. None of these three persons is known to have been in any way con-

nected with Strasburg, nor, on the other hand, is there any trace ofa connexion

of Schott with Frankfort. Printing in the latter town seems to have been

somewhat intermittent at this time, but, failing facilities there, the obvious

place for publication was Leipzig, where scholastic tracts by Lindholtz had

already appeared in 1500 and 1501 (Hain 10113, Proctor 11392).

V. SCHOLDERER
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